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Survey Results

Legend

Question text
Right pole
Left pole
25% 0% 50% 0% 25%

My tutor...

...was well prepared.

...communicated clearly.

...was approachable.

...inspired me to learn.

...encouraged student input.

...treated students with respect.

...gave helpful advice and feedback.

Overall, how would you rate this tutor?
5= Outstanding  3=Neutral  1=Very Poor
What aspects of this tutor's approach to teaching best helped your learning?

- Going through the examples was really useful.
- The tutor really knew the content well.
- Tom is the best tutor ever!
- Tom was very friendly and organised.
- Tom's real-world examples helped me understand how the theory applies to practice.
What would you have liked this tutor to have done differently?

- Nothing, Tom was great!
- Nothing. (3 Counts)
- Speak a little louder :-(